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AOA & TEA Present: The Art & Science of Storytelling with Rick Rothschild & 
George Scribner 
 
On Friday, October 21st, Acomb Ostendorf & Associates (AOA) the Themed 
Entertainment Association (TEA) was pleased to present, as part of the TEA 
NextGen Event series, a conversation with two highly acclaimed veterans of the 
themed entertainment industry; animation director/artist George Scribner and 
show designer/producer Rick Rothschild.  The two have worked together before, 
most notably on the Mickey’s PhilharMagic attraction at Walt Disney World, and 
their combined experience has touched on some of the most celebrated Disney films 
and attractions of all time. An eager audience of industry veterans and newcomers 
alike attended to their stories and thoughtful viewpoints. 
 
George Scribner worked his way into Walt Disney Feature Animation by way of 
numerous smaller companies, including Hannah Barbera, Ralph Bakshi and 
numerous others. He told of how his time in the trenches of low budget animation 
gave him an appreciation for efficiency and choosing the most important story 
elements on which to expend resources. Once he was able to work in the relatively 
lush environment at Disney, he saw how the story and emotion could take flight, 
ultimately bringing his directorial vision to the acclaimed productions Oliver and 
Company and The Prince and the Pauper, which starred Mickey Mouse in a dramatic 
dual role. During the talk, he emphasized the importance of emotional buy-in from 
the audience, whether in a feature film or a themed entertainment venue. 
 
Rick Rothschild developed his unusually diverse array of talents in the world of 
theater, proving himself adept at combining technical expertise with an 
understanding of narrative context and creative storytelling. When theater proved a 
challenging field in which to make a living, Rick was encouraged to bring his unique 
skill set to Walt Disney Imagineering by colleagues who recognized his potential. 
Today, he is recognized for his guidance on key Disney attractions such as The 
American Adventure, Captain EO, Mickey’s PhilharMagic and Soarin.’  As an 
independent consultant, he has brought his unique vision to an international array 
of projects, including the Chimelong parks in China and the award-winning Flyover 
Canada attraction in Vancouver. He shared his informed and candid views the 
growing international market, pointing out that many companies fall short on story 
and imagination, too often rushing to open a park without finding a vision for it. 
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Hosted by Dennis Marsico, the two shared their stories and experiences through an 
interactive Q&A session with the audience.  They encouraged students and young 
professionals in the audience to challenge themselves to look for unexplored 
avenues and creative applications of new techniques. At the same time, they both 
emphasized that the fundamentals of good story remain unchanged, and are the 
bedrock of success in themed entertainment.  
 
The event was held as part of a grand opening celebration for Acomb, Ostendorf & 
Associates (AOA), who just cut the ribbon on their new home at 906 Railroad 
Avenue in Winter Park. After the question and answer, guests were invited to tour 
the new facility and engage person to person with the guests of honor. 
 
GENERAL ABOUT AOA:   
AOA is comprised of top design-and-build professionals in themed entertainment and 
hospitality. Our team brings many decades worth of talent and experience to theme 
parks, resorts and show venues around the world. Starting with a consistent 
philosophy of putting themselves in the guests’ shoes, we have distinguished ourselves 
through a unique combination of creative vision and a practical, down-to-Earth 
approach to getting things done. In an industry that values innovation and vision, AOA 
has cultivated relationships with partners who share their adventurous drive to make 
the impossible a reality, to see every boundary as a bracing challenge. 
 


